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With this book, readers master the skills and concepts necessary to implement, administer, and troubleshoot information systems that incorporate Microsoft Windows 2000 Server. Readers preparing for this exam find the Training Guide series to be the most successful self-study tool in the market.
Organized into several parts that comprise the various jobs and tasks the DBA performs, each chapter of this book is presented with the goal of providing knowledge and "know-how" to Database Administrators of a SQL Server database. The chapters also offer real-world insight and experience by passing on tips, tricks, and suggestions.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-293, Planning and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on planning, implementing and maintaining a Windows Server 2003 network infrastructure Hundreds of challenging practice questions Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a test engine, electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Planning and implementing server roles and server security Planning, implementing, and
maintaining a network infrastructure Planning, implementing, and maintaining routing and remote access Planning, implementing, and maintaining server availability Planning and maintaining network security Planning, implementing, and maintaining security infrastructure Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Developing Web Applications (70-305) and Developing Windows-based Applications (70-306) MCAD and MCSD exams. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of official exam objectives Practical information on using Visual Basic .NET to develop Windows and Web applications Hands-on exercises designed to give you the skills needed to approach the exams with confidence Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Creating user services Creating and managing components and .NET assemblies Consuming and manipulating data Testing and debugging
Configuring, deploying, supporting, and securing Windows-based and Web applications Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Exam 70-221
MCSD Training Kit : for Exam 70-100
Exam 70-299
Exam 70-218
The British National Bibliography
Exam 70-297
MCSE Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure Planning and Maintenance Study Guide

Acquire necessary skills in preparing for Microsoft certification and enhance your software development career by learning the concepts of C# programming Key Features Prepare for the certification using step-by-step examples, and mock tests with standard solutions Understand the concepts of data security for secure programming with C# Learn to scale and optimize your application codebase using best practices and patterns Book Description Programming in C# is a certification
from Microsoft that measures the ability of developers to use the power of C# in decision making and creating business logic. This book is a certification guide that equips you with the skills that you need to crack this exam and promote your problem-solving acumen with C#. The book has been designed as preparation material for the Microsoft specialization exam in C#. It contains examples spanning the main focus areas of the certification exam, such as debugging and securing
applications, and managing an application's code base, among others. This book will be full of scenarios that demand decision-making skills and require a thorough knowledge of C# concepts. You will learn how to develop business logic for your application types in C#. This book is exam-oriented, considering all the patterns for Microsoft certifications and practical solutions to challenges from Microsoft-certified authors. By the time you've finished this book, you will have had sufficient
practice solving real-world application development problems with C# and will be able to carry your newly-learned skills to crack the Microsoft certification exam to level up your career. What you will learn Explore multi-threading and asynchronous programming in C# Create event handlers for effective exception handling Use LINQ queries for data serialization and deserialization Manage filesystems and understand I/O operations Test, troubleshoot, and debug your C# programs
Understand the objectives of Exam 70-483 and apply common solutions Who this book is for The book is intended to the aspirants of Microsoft certifications and C# developers wanting to become a Microsoft specialist. The book does not require the knowledge of C#, basic knowledge of software development concepts will be beneficial
This text shows the reader how information systems are developed using Microsoft Technologies. Learning how to program is no longer sufficient for successful programmers. Programmers must now understand hardware and software architectures behind programming. This book prepares users for the MCSD certification exam # 70-100 Analyzing Requirements and Defining Solutions Architecture. It surveys VB, VB Script, ActiveX, and Active Server pages.
Practical examples and structured training modules are features of this Visual Basic 5 study guide. The CD-ROM includes exclusive VB5 certification testing software to be used in conjunction with the book's test. Hundreds of test questions and explanations thoroughly prepare the reader for this grueling Microsoft programming exam.
As a new developer, you might think that certification is out of your reach, or not know where to begin your preparation, or how far you have to go to reach your goal. This study guide will assist you in efficient, focused VFP certification exam preparation. Covers both the Desktop and Distributed exams in one book!
MCSD Analyzing Requirements Study Guide (Exam 70-100).
Exam 70-210
Visual FoxPro Certification Exams Study Guide
Windows 2000 Server
MCSD
MCSE/MCSA Training Guide (70-215)
MCSA / MCSE: Windows 2000 Server Study Guide
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Designing a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and Network Infrastructure exam (70-297). This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible instructional approach that earned Sybex the "Best Study Guide" designation in the 2003 CertCities Readers Choice Awards, this
book provides: Clear and concise information on designing an Active Directory network infrastructure Practical examples and insights drawn from real-world experience Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine and electronic flashcards for your Palm You'll also find authoritative coverage of key exam topics, including: Creating the Conceptual Design by Gathering and Analyzing Business and
Technical Requirements Creating the Logical Design for an Active Directory Infrastructure Creating the Logical Design for a Network Services Infrastructure Creating the Physical Design for an Active Directory and Network Infrastructure
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-290, Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on managing and maintaining a Windows Server 2003 environment Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine,
electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Managing and maintaining physical and logical devices Managing users, computers, and groups Managing and maintaining access to resources Managing and maintaining a server environment Managing and implementing disaster recovery Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook
file.
Help your students learn to develop and deploy a complete information system using Microsoft technologies.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-294, Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory Infrastructure. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on planning, implementing, and maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Active Directory infrastructure Hundreds of challenging practice questions Leading-edge exam preparation
software, including a test engine, electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Planning and implementing an active directory infrastructure Managing and maintaining an active directory infrastructure Planning and implementing user, computer, and group strategies Planning and implementing group policy Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are
not included as part of eBook file.
ASP.NET Core Application Development
MCSE Windows Server 2003 Active Directory Planning Implementation, and Maintenance Study Guide
MCSE: Windows 2000 Directory Services Administration Study Guide
Exam 70-290
Exam 70-216
MCAD/MCSD.NET Training Guide (Exam 70-316)
Course Cbt-McSd Guide to Solution Architectures

Cowboy stories and movies about the Wild West are full of amazing characters. Yet many of the lawmen we think of as heroes were anything but -- some were violent scoundrels and outlaws themselves. Among all the lawmen of the frontier, one man stands out as a true hero: Bass Reeves.In his day, Bass Reeves was the most successful federal marshal in the United States. True to the mythical code of the West, he
never drew his gun first. He rounded up hundreds of outlaws and was shot at countless times but was never hit. Bass Reeves was born into slavery. And though the laws of his country enslaved him and his mother, when he became a free man he served the law with such courage and honor that he was known and respected all over the Indian Territory.Gary Paulsen's dramatic account of the life of Bass Reeves,
through stories both real and imagined, makes him come alive as a boy and a man. Listeners will truly understand why he became a legend.
This Microsoft Official curriculum training kit delivers comprehensive preparation for MCP Exam 70-100--a core exam on the Microsoft Certified Solution Developer (MCSD) track and the only exam every MCSD candidate must pass. The CD-ROM contains hands-on lab exercises, demos, and complete model application for a complete learning solution.
This text does not include not include a MOAC Labs Online access code. This 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 textbook prepares certification students for the first of a series of three exams which validate the skills and knowledge necessary to implement a core Windows Server 2012 Infrastructure into an existing enterprise environment. This Microsoft Official Academic Course is mapped
to the 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 exam objectives. This textbook focuses on real skills for real jobs and prepares students to prove mastery of core services such as Active Directory and networking services. In addition, this book also covers such valuable skills as: • Managing Active Directory Domain Services Objects • Automating Active Directory Domain Services Administration •
Implementing Local Storage • Implementing File and Print Services • Implementing Group Policy • Implementing Server Virtualization with Hyper-V
The authoritative solution to passing the 70-316 exam! Amit Kalani is a leading authority on C#. Training Guides are the most effective self-study guide in the marketplace, featuring exam tips, study strategies, review exercises, case studies, practice exams, ExamGear testing software, and more. Subjected to rigorous technical review by a team of industry experts, ensuring content is superior in both coverage and
technical accuracy.
Developing and Implementing Windows®-Based Applications with Microsoft® Visual C#TM .NET and Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET
Implementing, Managing, and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure
Learn basic to advanced concepts of C#, including C# 8, to pass Microsoft MCSD 70-483 exam
MCSD Visual Basic 5 Study Guide
Exam 70-214
Building an application in four sprints
MCSA / MCSE: Windows 2000 Network Security Administration Study Guide
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-216, Implementing and Administering a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure. This study guide provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective--all the information you need Practical information on managing a Windows 2000 network infrastructure Hundreds of challenging review questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine, electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: DNS in
a Windows 2000 network infrastructure DHCP in a Windows 2000 network infrastructure Remote access in a Windows 2000 network infrastructure Network protocols in a Windows 2000 network infrastructure WINS in a Windows 2000 network infrastructure IP routing in a Windows 2000 network infrastructure Certificate Services Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
This best-selling Exam Cram is the smart way to study For The updated 70- 291 exam, complete with CD testing engine.
Following the boom in networking and data communications advancements throughout industry, this fourth edition of an ISA best-seller gives technical professionals who have little or no background in data communications the knowledge they need to understand, troubleshoot, and maintain both legacy and leading-edge systems. The text emphasizes practical functional aspects of common systems rather than design criteria. It includes a complete description of relevant terminology, standards, and protocols including EIA/TIA 232, 485, and IEEE 802. New
material in this edition includes updated information on 100 MBps and 1000 MBps Ethernet, RIP and OSPF router technologies, OLE for Process Control (OPC), ActiveX, and .NETÃ‚â€šÃ‚â„¢, virtual private networks, and more. A complete glossary and index make the book especially useful as a handy desk reference. The growth and application of data communications in the industrial environment as well as emerging technologies are discussed. Contents: Historical Overview, Communication Foundations, Physical Layer and Data Link Standards, Local
Area Networks, Network Operating Systems and LAN Management, Industrial Networks and Applications, Wide Area Networks.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-228, Installing, Configuring, and Administering Microsoft SQL Server 2000. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of every official exam objective Practical information on installing, configuring, and administering SQL Server 2000 Real-world insights, advice, and recommendations Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a test engine and electronic flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including:
Installing and configuring SQL Server 2000 Creating SQL Server 2000 databases Managing, monitoring, and troubleshooting SQL Server 2000 databases Extracting and transforming data with SQL Server 2000 Managing and monitoring SQL Server 2000 security Managing, monitoring, and troubleshooting SQL Server 2000 Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Exams 70-292 and 70-296
Exam/cram 70-291
MCSD Guide to Developing Desktop Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Advanced Topics
Exam 70-215
MCSA / MCSE / MCDBA: SQL Server 2000 Administration Study Guide
Visual Basic Programmer's Guide to the .NET Framework Class Library
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 DBA Survival Guide
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-227, Installing, Configuring, and Administering Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2000, Enterprise Edition: In-depth coverage of every exam objective--all the information you need to know Practical information on installing and administering ISA Server Hundreds of challenging review questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine and electronic flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Installing ISA Server
Configuring and troubleshooting ISA Server services Configuring, managing, and troubleshooting policies and rules Deploying, configuring, and troubleshooting the client computer Monitoring, managing, and analyzing ISA Server use Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-215, Installing, Configuring, and Administering Microsoft Windows 2000 Server. This study guide provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective—all the information you need Practical information on every aspect of Windows 2000 Server Hundreds of challenging review questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine, electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Installing Windows 2000 Server
Installing, configuring, and troubleshooting access to resources Configuring and troubleshooting hardware devices and drivers Managing, monitoring, and optimizing system performance, reliability, and availability Managing, configuring, and troubleshooting storage use Configuring and troubleshooting Windows 2000 network connections Implementing, monitoring, and troubleshooting security Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Implementing and Administering Security in a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network exam (70-299). This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible instructional approach that earned Sybex the "Best Study Guide" designation in the 2003 CertCities Readers Choice Awards, this book provides: Clear and concise information on administering a secure Windows Server 2003 network Practical examples and insights drawn
from real-world experience Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine and electronic flashcards for your Palm You'll also find authoritative coverage of key exam topics, including: Implementing, Managing, and Troubleshooting Security Policies Implementing, Managing, and Troubleshooting Patch Management Infrastructure Implementing, Managing, and Troubleshooting Security for Network Communications Planning, Configuring, and Troubleshooting Authentication, Authorization, and PKI Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Through four complete sprints, this book takes you through every step needed to build brand new cross-platform web apps with ASP.NET Core, and make them available on the Internet. You won't just master Microsoft's revolutionary open source ASP.NET Core technology: you'll learn how to integrate the immense power of MVC, Docker, Azure Web Apps, Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code, C#,
JavaScript, TypeScript, and Entity Framework. Working through the authors' carefully designed sprints, you'll start with a blank canvas, move through software architecture and design, adjusting to user feedback, recovering from mistakes, builds, testing, deployment, maintenance, refactoring, and more. Along the way, you'll learn techniques for delivering state-of-the-art software to users more rapidly and repeatably than ever before.
MCSA / MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Upgrade Study Guide
Exams 70-305 and 70-306
MCSE Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and Network Infrastructure Design Study Guide
MCSE Windows 2000 Directory Services Design Study Guide
MCSE Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure Administration Study Guide
MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-320)
Programming in C#
Designed for those familiar with Visual Basic .NET and working towards the MCSD exam, this text provides users with the ability to create programs which satisfy the demands of todayâ€™s business environment. Its modular design allows users to focus on several specific database-related topics and covers items such as class modules and object-oriented programming. Each chapter consists of a programming-related problem
that the reader could expect to encounter in business, followed by a demonstration of an application that could be used to solve that problem. Using the unique Course Technology methodology, the text reinforces the development process and emphasizes how each phase relates to the others.
This Microsoft-approved title prepares individuals for the "Designing and Implementing Desktop Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Certification Exam" (# 70-176).This book covers all new features of Visual Basic 6.0, including the Install Wizard, HTML Help, Deployment Wizard, and all new and revised controls. It also includes topics not required for the exam but necessary for effective solution development.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exams 70-292 and 70-296. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on planning, implementing, and maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Environment Hundreds of challenging practice questions Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a test engine, electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative coverage of all
exam objectives: Exam 70-292: Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment for an MCSA Certified on Windows 2000 Managing users, computers, and groups Managing and maintaining access to resources Managing and maintaining a server environment Managing and implementing disaster recovery Implementing, managing, and maintaining name resolution Implementing, managing, and maintaining network
security Exam 70-296: Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment for an MCSE Certified on Windows 2000 Planning and implementing server roles and server security Planning, implementing, and maintaining a network infrastructure Planning, implementing, and maintaining server availability Planning and maintaining network security Planning, implementing, and maintaining security
infrastructure Planning and implementing an active directory infrastructure Managing and maintaining an active directory infrastructure Planning and implementing user, computer, and group strategies Planning and implementing group policy Managing and maintaining group policy Note:CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Visual Basic Programmer's Guide to the .NET Framework Class Library is the definitive guide every Visual Basic .NET developer needs to understand the capabilities of .NET namespaces and increase productivity inside the .NET framework. Lars Powersand Mike Snell have provided a comprehensive book that details the capabilities of the key namespaces, and then explains how to leverage them by extension or reference to
create applications ranging from simple to complex. Each chapter provides a brief introduction to the selected technology, followed by detailed suggestions, reference material, and a sample application that illustrates common programming tasks using the classes, interfaces, delegates, and events of a specific .NET namespace. This book answers the primary questions that VB .NET developers will face as they start
developing code in the .NET environment, including: What does the .NET class library provide me in terms of re-usable code? Are there .NET structures available that I can use to accomplish a specific task? How do I go about interfacing with the .NET framework through my code? Visual Basic Programmer's Guide to the .NET Framework Class Library is acomprehensive guide as you learn how to use the .NET Framework classes,
then it will become a trusted reference as your experience and needs grow in the world of .NET.
Industrial Data Communications
Exam 70-227
Exam 70-294
MCSA/MCSE: Windows 2000 Network Management Study Guide
MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Network Security Design Study Guide
Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Visual C# . NET and the . NET Framework
MCSE: Windows 2000 Network Infrastructure Design Study Guide
Offers test-taking strategies and tips and discusses concepts including solution architecture, database models, the eight goals of every solution, and tradeoffs between Windows and Web Service-based applications.
This certification exam measures the ability to develop and implement XML Web Services and server components using Visual C# and the Microsoft .NET Framework. This exam, released in September 2002, counts as a core credit toward the new MCAD (Microsoft Certified Application Developer) certification as well as a core credit toward the new MCSD .NET track. Readers preparing for this exam find our Training Guide series to be the most successful self-study tool in the market. This book is their one-stop shop because of its teaching
methodology, the accompanying PrepLogic testing software, and superior Web site support at quepublishing.com.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-219, Designing a Microsoft Windows 2000 Directory Services Infrastructure: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on designing a Directory Services infrastructure Hundreds of challenging review questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a testing engine and electronic flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Analyzing business requirements Analyzing technical requirements Designing a
Directory Service architecture Designing service locations Analyzing desktop management business requirements Designing and planning the OU structure Planning for coexistence of Active Directory and other directory services Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Exam 70-298
Exam 70 - 219
MCSD/MCAD Guide to Developing and Implementing Windows-Based Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic. Net
Exam 70-483 (MCSD) Guide
Exam 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012
Analyzing Requirements and Defining Solution Architectures
MCSD Guide to Microsoft Solution Architectures
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